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KEIRAS FINISH

• FIXATIVE FORCE NO FIX
WATER WAX NO FIX
Fragrant , wet look , shiny and bright. Compact, easy texture manipulation. Available in
YELLOW series , BLUE ROSE , orange , .
packaging: 100 ml jar.
GLAZE DEFRIZZER
Ideal for all hair types, particularly for those treaties; reduces frizz and helps to idratarli.
The effects are amplified thanks to the extraordinary properties of Hyaluronic Acid
cationizzato (Hyaloveil ®-P) is contained in the formula , that acts on capillaries damaged
cuticles is protected from direct sunlight and atmospheric agents.
packaging: 250 ml bottle.
• FIXATIVE FORCE 1
THERMO-spray SHINE illuminating termoprotettivo
Humidity is also ideal for plates and hairdryer. Thanks to its nutritional properties , restores
the natural balance of your hair making it particularly silky and soft to the touch. The
special molecules that compose , with high refraction of light , give an incredible
illuminating effect to the entire hairstyle. Also excellent with plates and phon , protects hair
from thermal action making the gentle and effective treatment.
packing: flacon of 150 ml.
DENSE CRYSTAL-light effect
By enlightening. Film-forming action on the frame and regenerating on the tips for a mirror
light.
Impeccable hair and silky softness.
packaging: bottle of 100 ml.
• FIXATIVE FORCE 2
ENERGY-energising fixative MOUSSE
Volumizing foam to give the body volume and elasticity to the hair.
packaging: 300 ml bottle from.
• FIXATIVE FORCE 3
CREAM GLAZE-smooth curls
Anti-dampness-defrizzer. Ideal for highlighting the hair smooth and curly. Provides
definition , strength and elasticity to curls while fixed them softly. Provides thermal
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protection to the hair by using hair dryer and plates.
packaging: 250 ml bottle.
MODELLING PASTE OPAQUE
Strong fixative action. Shaping your hair giving the desired shape and style for a natural
texture and a maximum control. Cool hairstyles. Moisture action.
packaging: 100 ml jar.
• FIXATIVE 4 FORCE
POWER-shaping MOUSSE forte
Stilizzante-foam Styler to fixative action decided.
packaging: 300 ml bottle from.
ECO FIXES-eco-Hairspray extra strong
No gas Hairspray fixative action decided. Anti-dampness. Long lasting the crease and
impressive volume and shine. Very high yield. Does not weigh down the hair and can be
removed with a few brush strokes. Does not produce flaking effect (powder).
package: from 350 ml bottle.
FIXING SPRAY-strong fixing lacquer
High seal , fixative for structured effects and voluminous. Great shine to hair. Is the hair of
a durable and flexible film. Does not produce flaking effect (powder). Fast drying. Delete
with some brush stroke. You can model your hair even after it has been sprayed. Antidampness.
packaging: 500 ml bottle from.
AQUA wax-FIX fixative waterproof
Water based wax for hair polishing styling and , extra strong action and determined.
Impeccable look extra shiny. Moisture action.
packaging: 100 ml jar.
EXTRA STRONG GEL-concrete elastic effect
Created to define and shape decisively the hairstyle. Strong seal with extreme
naturalness. Leaves no residue is non-greasy and easily with a few brush strokes.
packaging: available in 250 ml tube and 500 ml jar.
GEL WAX-flexible control
Flexible control-extra strong. Combines the control and support of a gel to the flexibility
and brilliance of a wax. Professional formula.
packaging: available in 250 ml tube and 500 ml jar.
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